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Abstract-Some
basic concepts concerning information systems are defined and investigated. With every information
system a query language is associated and its syntax and semantics is formally defined. Some elementary properties of
the query language are stated. The presented approach leads to a new information systems organization. Thepresented

idea was implementedand the implementationshows many advantagescomparedwith other methods.

UVTRODUCTION

functional dependencies are assumed to be valid-independently from the database-on
the basis of the
knowledge about the real world. This may, however, lead
to contradiction, that is to say, preassumed dependencies
may be not consistant with those already “existing” in
the data base.
To this end the main difference between -relational
model and the model of an information system discussed
in this paper is that we are concerned mainly with
subsets of object having some properties expressable in
the query language. whereas in the relational model the
relations between data are of primary conqern.
In fact our principal aim is to precise some basic
notions concerning information systems as a “Uniform
theory”, and we believe that the obtained results may be
regarded as the first step in this direction.
The proposed model of an information system has
been implemented in 1978 by E. Margadski for an agriculture library, ‘with ca. 50,000 documents, on Polish
computer ODRA 1305 (compatible with ICL 1900).
Detailed description of this implementation and practical results one can find in Marganski[7]. Short version
of the paper will be published in Information System.
The model of an information system considered in this
paper has been extended in various directions.
Information systems with incomplete information are
by
Jaegermann (81, Lipski [9] and
investigated
Orlowska[lO].
Stochastic information systems are introduced by
Konikowska and Traczyk( 1I].
Time varying information systems are considered by
Orlowska[lZ] and Wakulicz-Dejall31.

This paper reports part of the activities
of the Information Systems Group in Warsaw.
We proposed and investigated in this Group a certain
mathematical model for attribute based information systems. This model was first published by Pawlak[l] and
extended by Marek and Pawlak[2]. In this report we use
somewhat a new formulation of the discussed model and
state some new problems.
The idea of an information system investigated in this
report is slightly related to that of Codd [3], Salton[4] and
Wang and Chiang[S], however there are essential
differences between them. In our approach in contrary to
[4] and [5] the query language is formally introduced and
extensively investigated. The language plays also an
essential role in the approach of Cherniavsky and
Schneiderl61, where not the data model but a data information language (extended first order language) is the
departure point of an information systems study and
implementation.
In our approach we try link both mentioned views
together. Formal definition of syntax and semantics of a
query language is introduced in this approach-which
offers deeper insight and understanding of phenomena
involved in information processing, and provide facilities
for using standard logical methods in this area.
For example in the relational model, the query language is not defined precisely, there is no formal
definition of the semantics what causes that some basic
notions are obscure in this approach.
The functional dependency of attributes is another
good example to trace the differences between our approach and relational model. In both models data are
arranged into tables. The columns are marked by attributes, and each column contains values of an attribute
marking that column. Each such a table defines also all
functional dependencies between attributes and this fact
is a departure point of our definition of functional
dependency, whereas in relational model some initial
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this paragraph we give the basic notions of the
paper, whichwill be discussed in details in the rest of the
paper.
The main notion is that of informntion spstetn. The
basic component of an information system is a finite set
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of objects X, for example human beings, books, etc. The
objects are classified by means of a finite set A of
ottributes. With every attribute a E A, there is associated
a non-empty set Vu of values of an attribute a; V. will
be also referred to as domain of attribute a. For instance
if a is “sex” then V, = {male,female}, if a is colour,
then for example V, = {red, green, blue}. Naturally some
attributes can share the set of values, for example
domain of attribute “length” and “height” is the same
and it is the set of nonnegative reals.
In order to “define” some properties of objects we
introduce a function p from X x A into V (V = U V,),
zTE.4
such that p(x, a) E V. for every x E X and a EA.
This is to mean that by means of the function p we
associate with each object its description-a set of attribute values.
Now we can give formal definition of an information
system (see Pawlak[lOJ). By an information system we
shall mean a 4-tuple
S = K A, I’, P),
where X is a finite set of objects, A in a finite set of
attributes, V = UA V,, where V, is the set of o&es of
attribute u, and card( V,,)> 1, p is a function from X x A
into V.
If the function p is total then system will be called
complefe; otherwise the system is incomplete. We shall
consider here complete systems only.
Example 1
Let us consider
defined as follows:

very simple information

X = {Xl,x2.

x3.

x4,

system

x5).

A = {sex, salary, age},
v = I vs., U v,., U v.o.1,
where V,., = {male, female}. V,,, = {low, medium, high},
and V., = {young, middle, old}.
The salary “low” is less than !$6000 a year;
“medium”-between
$6000 and $24,000; “high’‘-more
than $24,000 a year.
The age “young” is to mean less than 21; “middle”between 21 and 40, “old” more than 40.
The function p in our example is defined by the
following table:
X
Xl
x2
x3

X4
x5

SEX
male
male
female
male
female

SALARY
low
high
low
medium
low

AGE
young
middle
young
old
middle

We shall also use the notion of a descriptor of an
attribute a.
BY a descriptor we shall mean any element of the set
{a) X V,. That is to mean that descriptors are pairs of the

form (4, oh where u E V,,. ,For instance in Example 1
the
following
are
descriptors:
(AGE, young),
(SALARY, low), (SEX, male). Instead of (AGE, young)
we shall write (AGE = young) etc., as it is assumed in
programming praxis.
For every x E X we define the function px from A into
V such that pJa) = p(x. a). We shall call this function
information (or data) about x in S.
For instance in Example 1 information about x2 is the
following function:
SEX
P”z= male

SALARY
high

AGE
middle.

In other words information about x in S is simply a set
of descriptors corresponding to all attributes in the system. Thus we may write information about x2 in the
form:
{(SEX = male), (SALARY = high), (AGE = middle)}.
Let us notice that our information about objects is
exhausfioe and exclusive, i.e. values of each attribute
exhaust all possibilities, and only one attribute value can
be associated with each object.
Because we deal in this paper only with finite systems,
that is systems having finite number of objects, finite
number of attributes and finite domains of attributes we
may identify the notion of an information systems with
the finite table defining the function p. The columns of
the table, labelled with attributes, are composed of
values of corresponding attributes and rows of the table,
labelkd with objects, are informations about corresponding objects. of course we admit occurrence of
the same rows in the table. Naturally the order of
columns and rows in the tabk is insignificant
% PROPERTIES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
In the paragraph we shall give some more details about
information systems which will give better insight in the
considered notion.
Any function (p from A into V such that for every a,
q(a) E V. will be called information in S. The set of all
informations in S will be denoted by Inf (S). There are
evidently
II card( V,)
oEA
informations (different) in the system S.
For instance in the example given in the previous
paragraph we have
cardf V,,) * card( V,s,) * card( V.,) = 2 93 .3
= 18informations.
For every cpE Inf (3, we define X, = {x E X: pX= cp}.
We can interpret X, as a set of all objects x E X whose
information in S is identical with cp.This is to mean that
objects belonging to the set X, are indistinguishable in the
system S.

Information

An information
cp is said to be empty iff X, = 0.
Otherwise it is said to be nonempty.
An information cp is said to be selective if card(X,) =
1. System S is said to be selective iff every nonempty
information in S is selective. A system S is said to be
maximal iff every information in S is non-empty.
Example 2
Let S = (X, A, V, p) be an information
by the table
X

a

b

c

x1

PI
P2
PI
PI

q2
43

r1

x2
13
X4

11

41

r3.

The function Q such that cp(n) = pI, g(b) = q2, q(c)=

r,is an information in S and X = {xl, x3}, because

= {x E X: O:A”(a)
=

The equivalence classes of the relation 3 will be called
elementary (atomic) sets in S or when X is fixed, elementary (atomic) sets. The family of all elementary sets
in S will be denoted by Es.
Example 3
Let S = (X. A, V. p) be an information
as follows
X

a

b

x1
x2
x3
x4

PI
PI
PI
PZ

41
41
qz
41

&l

PZ

qz.

The partitions
below

generated by the attribute<

= {x E X: p(x, (I) = p,} n {x E X: p(x. b) = q2}

li

=Ixr.x,,x,~n~x,.x~}n~x,,xS~
= Ix,,
x3).
is neither selective nor complete,
because card X, = 2 and there are empty informations in
the system, for example &u) = p,, q’(b) = ql, d(c) = rl.
Let S = (X, A, V,p) be an information system. We
define two binary relations d (a E A), and 3 on S in the
following way:

{Xl. x2.

xSy

iff

p = pY.

Two objects are in the relation d iff they are undistinguishable with respect to the attribute P; and similarly,
two objects are in the relation 3 if they have the same
information in S (i.e. they are undistinguishable with
respect to every attribute a E A).
In the recent example x,6x, (x),x, are undistinguishable with respect to the attribute D because p,,(a) =
p=,(a)) and objects x,, x3 are undist$guishable with respect to every attribute in A; i.e. x,Sx,, because pI, = px,.
It is easy to check that:
For every information system S = (X, A, V, p). 6, 3,
are equivalence relations on X and
S=

n 6.
OEA

In particular if B C A then B = ,,f& 6.

x3}.

1X.4.

x7.

classes

X6):

Partition 5 gives also two equivalence

classes

Ix,. x2. x4. x51. (x3. X6).

So the system

p(x, a) = p(y, a),

tint

6

Thus the partition d consists of two equivalence

n{~Ex:~(~,c)= r,}

iff

are depicted

= cp(a))

n {x E x: p(x(a) = q(a)}
CZEA

xciy

system defined

system defined

r2

q2
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and the product
elementary sets

partition

3 = d n 6 consists of four

That is to say if we classified objects of a given set by
means of all attributes and their values (descriptors) we
automatically
introduce a partition of the set of all
objects. In each equivalence class (elementary set) of
this partition there are objects which are undistinguishable in the system. In general each elementary set contains more than one element. (The system is not selective.) That is to mean the “description power” of a
chosen set of attributes and its values is not strong
enough to describe every single member of the set X.
Let us observe that if cp.(I are different informations in
the system S. then

x, nx,

= 4.

u x,=x.
‘PEEl"f,S)
and if cp is not empty information then X, is an elementary set in S. In other words all informations generate a
partition of the set X, and this is exactly the partition
generated by the relation 3.
Thus with every elementary set in S we can associate

2.
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exactly one information in S, and conversely, with every
information in S we can associate exactly one elementary set in S (possibly an empty set).
Let S= (X, A, V,p) be an information system. We
shall define
a new
information
system
S* =
(Es, A, V, p*), called the representation of the system S,
where

(a) Attribute b is said to be dependent on a(a -+ b) in
S iff d C 6,
(b) Attributes a, b are called independent in S iff
neither d C 6 nor d 3 6,
(c) Attributes a, b are said to be equivalent in S (a b) iff 6 = 6.t
Example 4
Let S =(X,
by the table

p*:E,xA+V

A, V, p) be an information

system defined

and
V,

p*(e,a)=

eEEs,

aEA

if and only if
p(x,a)=

v

for all x E e.
In other words if we remove all duplicate rows in the
table S and replace objects by elementary sets containing this objects in the table S, so we obtain representation of the system S.
For example if the system S is given by the table
X
x1

a
ul

b
Cl

w2

x2

u2

V3

WI

13

u2

V2

w3

x4

UI

VI

w2

xs

Ul

VI

w2

X6

u2

VT
_

W3

then the representation
E,
{Xl. x4. xsl
1x21
1x3. X61

3.

II

b

c

41
41

rl

x2

PI
PI

x3

P2

41

r3

X4

P2

41

f-4

15

PI

q2

rl

x6

PI

42

r2

X7

P2

42

r3

X8

p2

q2

r4.

r2

is easy to see that c + (I, but II. b and c, b are pair-wise
independent.
The situation may be depicted as shown below
It

c
)I

/::I
_

of S is the system.
a

b

c

VI

w2

::

V3

WI

U?

V2

w3.

Thus representation of any system is selective,
each row in the representation occurs only once.

i.e.

DBPENDENCY OF ATTRIBUTES

of some attribute can be derived from
values of another attribute.
For example if the value of an attribute AGE is “two
years”,
then the value of the attribute EDUCATION
will
be “no education”, if both attributes are concerning the
same person. The problem of dependency of attributes
has been studied in relational model (see Aho et ai.[I]),
but we shall define it in somewhat different way.
The formal definition of this relation is the following
one.
Let a, b E A be two attributes in an information system S =(X, A, V, p).
Often

X
xl

value

Similarly we introduce the relations B+ a, P +E, B-+
C, where B, C are subsets of A.
Attribute a is said to be dependent on the set B of
attributes, B C A, iff b C ci, similarly a + B iff d C 8. In
general we may write B+C iff Ij c t?.
Sets of attributes B, C are equivalent (B - C) iff 8 =
i:
Let us notice that B+C
iff B+c,,
and B-c2
and
B+ck, and if b,+C
or b,+C
or b,+C
then B+C.
where B = {b,, b2,. . . , b,} and C = {cl, c2,. . . , 4.
The meaning of the “dependency” relation B + C is
obvious. It simply means that values of the left-hand side
attributes determine values of the r.h.s. attributes.
That is to say, if B + C, then there exists one function
f (dependency function)

f:

P v,
cEC

such that

P(X.
tIf system Sk fixed we shall write inshort, “b isdependenton
etc.

P v*+
bEB

C~C

=

fkh bh,,B),

for all x E X.

a”,

(P denotes Cartesian product). In other words there exists
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one set of functions cf,),,c

such that

( A )(P(X, c) = f&(x,

by the table below:

b)b,B)T

CEC

and
P(X, c) = f&(x,

b),,e)

if
XC.P(X.C)
1 Xb,.&b,) n Xb&&) 0

’ ’ *n

Xb&x.bO

for all x E X, where X,., = {x E X: p,(c) = u}.

Example

5

Let S = (X, A, V, p) be an information

system, such

that
x = {x,,

12, x3.
A

=

X4. x5, x61X7,

.%,x9}.

b. c).

{a.

Assume that the attributes generate the following partitions on X:

vb

vc

91
41
91

11
11
13

q2

TI

92

r2

q2

r3

43

r1

93

12

43

r3

V.
PI
PI
P3
PI
PI
P3
P2
PZ
P4.

Thus for instance f(q2, r3) = p3 and f(q3, r2) = p2.
Thus knowing values of attributes b and c we may
compute by means of dependency function f value of the
attribute a.
It is obvious that if B + C in S then also B + C in S*.
So instead of checking whether br not B + C in S we
check the dependency in S*, which is much simpler,
because the table of S* is much simpler than the table of
S.
The question arises whether the dependency B+C
could be deduced from some other known dependencies
in S by means of logical inference rules and not by
checking the table. of S or S*. Similar problems have
been investigated in relational model of database (see for
example Aho et al.[l4]), but we shall assume here another solution (see Orlowska [ 151, Jaegermann and
Marek(l61).
4. REDUCED SYSTEMS

x,,,

= {Xl.x2.
x.,2

=

{x3.

As we have stated in the previous paragraph some
attributes in the information system may be superfluous
in this sense that their values can be “derived” from the
values of other attributes in the system. We shall consider this question in this paragraph in some details.
Let us first introduce basic definitions.
A subset B G A is said to be independent in S iff, for
every B’ C B. B# 8’.
A subset B c A is said to be dependent in S iff there
exists a B’ C B such that B’ = @.
The set B is said to be derivable from C in S iff
B.CCA.
CCBand fi=C,
One can easily verify the following properties:
(a) If B CA is the greatest independent set in S then
foreveryaEA-B.
B+a.
(b) If B is dependent in S then there exists B’C B
independent in S for such that every a E B - B’. B + a.
(cl If BCA, then A-B.

x4. XSJ,
X61,

X 0.P)= IX,, xl&
X.2.,, = {x9),
xb.,,

=

{xl.

-hr

x7).

Xb,

=

{x2.

x5. x3.

xb,,,

=

{x3.

x6.

xc.,,

=

{Xl.

x2. x3).

xc.,

=

{x4.

x5.13.

xc.,

=

{X7.

XR. x9}.

-d.

The partitions are shown below

Example

mimpj

fi

6

f

In this system all attributes are pairwise independent but
{b, c} -$ a, because 6 fl F C li.
The corresponding “dependency” function f is given

6

Let S= (X. A, V.p) be an information system such
that X = {x,, x2. x3. x4, x7}and A = {a, b, c, d}.
Assume that the attributes generate the following partitions on X:
d = {x,. x2, x5},{x3.

x3,

6 =

x51.

Ix,},

{X2.

x3, x4

i: =
d =

Ix,,
{Xl).

x2. x3, x4),
{X3.

x.1,

{x4.

{X2,

x4.
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Of course, the partition generated by attribute a is the
set of all equivalence classes of the relation 8. i.e. the
partition on X defined by the relation d.
It is easy to see that the whole set of attributes A
determine the partition {xi}, {.rZ}, {x3, x4}, {x5}. Now, we
have the following relationship between the attributes:
d-+b and d+a (because dCdand
dCd).
Also {a, b. c}+ d because d tl6 tl P c d; and {c, d}+
{a.b}. because {c,d}+a,
and {c,d}+b,
i.e. Ended
and Efld’Ch.
The set A is dependent in S because there exists
B C A. B ={a. b, c} such that B = A. There are also
other subsets C, DC A of attributes C = {a, c, d}, D =
{c. d}, with the same property, e.g. C = d = A.
Sets B and D are independent in S whereas C is not
because C = 6.
As we have seen from previous consideration some
attributes may be sometimes eliminated from the system,
and one can derive their values from the remaining set of
attributes. This is to mean that they are superlluous in
the system. This leads to the following definition.
Let S = (X A, V, p) be an informatio? system, A set
A’ C A will be called a nduct of A if A = #, and there
does not exist a proper subset B of A’ such that 8 = k.
The corresponding system s’ = (X, A’, V. p’) is called
reduced system. (p’ is the restriction of the function p to
the set X x A’.)
It is clear that a system can turn out to have more than
one reduct. In Example 6, we have two reducts of A,
namely B and D.
It is easy to prove the following properties:
(al If an information system is maximal then it is also
reduced (the converse implicatioh does not hold (see
Example 7)).
(b) If an information system is reduced then all its
different attributes are pairwise independent. (The converse implication does not hold (see Example 8).)
(cl Two information systems S, S’ with the same set
of objects X, are said to be equivalent iff S = S.
For every information system S there exists a reduced
system s’ equivalent to S.
Let us also notice, that if S is reduced, then also S* is
reduced.

tition of the set X:
i = {Xl,

x2),

{x3.

x41.

b =

{x,LIx2.

x3. xdr

E =

Ix,).

x3, x4).

{Xl.

The attributes a, b, c are pairwise independent, while
{a, b), {a, c} and {b, c} are reducts of A.
The idea of reduction of an attribute set in a system is
of great practical importance, because it shows that one
can get sometimes the same information from the system
with smaller set of attributes. This may have special
meaning in the case when attributes are symptoms of
some illness but in order to get the proper diagnosis it is
not necessary to investigate all symptoms, but try to find
only those which are really necessary. In fact there can
be more than one set of such minimal symptoms (see
example 6).
The problem arises how to find effectively reducts of a
given information system. Because all sets in the system
are finite such an algorithm always exists, however it
may be not very efficient in general.
Some considerations concerning this subject one can
find in EoS [ 171, Truszczyirski [ 181, Grzymala-Busse [ 191.

5. SUBSYSTEMS
In this section we. shall introduce and discuss the
notion of subsystem of a given information system.
Let S =(X. A. V, p) and S’ =(X’, A’, V’, p’) be ‘two
information systems. We say that S’ is a subsystem of S
if X’CX,A’CA,
V’C Vandp’=p/X’xA’.’
If S’ is a subsystem of S, then we shall write S’< S or
S’ < S, or S’ = S/X’ x A’.
X’.A’
In other words if we remove from the table S some
columns or rows then the remaining table is the subsystem of the system S.

For example if in the system

Example 1

X

a

b

c

xl

01

u2

WI

x2

02

UI

w2

X3

VI

u2

w2

x.4

VI

u2

WI.

Let S = (X, A, V, p) be an information system
we

(I

b

X
x1
x2

PI

91

P2

91

X3

PI

92.

The system is reduced but is not complete since for
a, b such that cptal = p2 and q(b) = p2, X, = 4.

drop the column b and the row x3 then we obtain a

subsystem of S
x’
XI

a

c

VI

WI

x2

1’2

w2

x4

v,

w,.

We shall introduce two kinds of subsystems.

If s’ < S and X’ = X, then we shall say that S’ is an
artribufe restricted subsystem of S, in symbols S’ < S or

Example 8
X ={x,.x2,x3,xq},
A =
{a, b, c} and the attributes determine the following par-

Let S=(X,A,

V,p), where

A’
S’ = S/A.
If S’< S and A’ = A. then we shall say that S’ is an

information
object

restricted

subsystem

of S, in symbols S’,‘, S

OT

S’ = S/Xl.

Thus if S is an information system and we drop some
column from it, then the obtained system is an attribute
restricted subsystem of S, and if we remove some rows

from the system S-we
system of S.
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obtain object restricted sub-

given some information systems S,. S,, . . , Sk and we
want to have one “common” information system S
combining all systems S,. Sz, . . , Sk into one. The system S will be called connection
of systems S,. i =
I.?,...

. k. and will be denoted

Let

S = (X,.4,

V, p)

as

S = 6 S,.
,=I
S, = (Xi. A,. V,, p,).

and

i =

1, . . . . k.

For example if in the system
X

a

b

c

Xl

c

Jh

WI

x2

C2

Ut

W2

X3

C

u2

W_,

x4

Cl

u1

WI

The system S is a connection
following conditions are satisfied:

of system S, if the

x= ; x,,
,=I

A = ; A,.
,=I

remove column b we obtain attribute restricted subsystem of S
we

X

a

c

Xl

VI

W

x2

L;2

w2

X3

1‘1

W2

X4

Cl

WI

V= b Vi.
,=I
p/X,xAi=p,,
h = ,p, Pi,?

Connection

and if we remove from Sthe

i=l,....

row x3 we obtain object

restricted subsystem of S

k.

x E x.

S = 6 S, is well defined if the following two
i=l

conditions are valid:
(1) If(XinXi)#~and(Air3A,)#gthen

X’

a

b

c

Xi

1:

111

WI

x2

02

UI

W2

X4

vI

u2

W I.

pJ(Xi fl
foralli,j=l....,

Xjj X(A; n Ai) = pi/(X; n Xj) X (Ai n A,),
k,and

(2) pI = i$, pi, is defined for all x E X and a E A.

Now we shall give some elementary properties of subsystems.
If s’ = S/X’ then S’ = S fl (X’)‘.
If S’ = S/A’, then S’ 3 S.
If S’ < S and S is reduced then S’ is also reduced.
If S’ = S/X’ and S is maximal then S’ may be not
maximal.
If S’ = S/A’ and S is maximal then s’ is maximal.

If S’= S/A’ and S is selective then S’ may not be
selective.
If s’ = S/X’ and S is selective then s’ is selective.
If S’ = S/X’ then
(s’)* = s*/x’.

If s’ = S/A’, then
(S’)* # S*/A’.
If S’= S/X’, A’ then there exist exactly one system
S, = S/X’ and Sz = S/A’ such that S’ = St/A’ = S,/X’.

6. CONNECTION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Very

often we face the following problem. We are

Of course systems S, are subsystems of S. The first
condition is obvious and the second needs some
explanation.
Let S, be a system with only one attribute, say colour,
and S2 a system also with one attribute, for example,
length, and assume that X, r7 X2 = 4. The second condition says.that we are not allowed to define connection
S of S, and S2 because we do not have any information
about lengths of objects in S, or about colours of objects
in S2. Thus we are unable to define for all x E X the
information about colour and length of x. In other words,
we are not able to define the function p= for the connection S = S, U S2.
This seems to have natural justification in real life
systems. If we have two information systems, say first
concerning insurance and the second medical care with
different sets of population, for example, one in London
and the second in Warsaw, then combining those two
systems into one connected system is justified only in the
case when we have insurance data in the medical system
and conversely. Otherwise we are unable to define for all
x E X the information p. about insurance and medical
care and, consequently, according to our definition, the
connection of these two systems is not an information
system.
Let us consider very simple formal example depicting
above situation more clearly.
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The connection of the two following systems
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is the table
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u2
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P3

x3
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WI
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q2

x4

UI

VI

WI

These two kinds of connections are depicted by the
following example.
Example 9

Let S,, S2 be two information systems with the same
set of objects and different sets of attributes as shown
below:
X
a
b
c
ul
u1

X3
X4

Connection of S3 and S, is the system

xl

bute connected system.
If S = u S, and S, = S/X,, then S will be called object
connected system.

xl
x2

W2
WI

41
41
41

which is not an information system according to our
definition because some values of attributes are
undefined in the table. That is to say function defined by
the table is not total but partial, which is not allowed in
our definition of an information system.
This property leads to a definition of two special kinds
of connections of information systems.
If S = U Si and Si = S/Ai then S will be called ah-
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XUY
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Yl
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Y2

UI

V2

WI.

Attribute connected system corresponds to the situation when all constituent information systems have the
same set of objects but different set of attributes. For
example if we have in the same town different information systems owned by insurance company, medical care service, bank office, police etc. then we may
combine them into one information system. The set of
objects in those systems are the same (all inhabitants of
the town) but the set of attributes in all systems are
different.
Object connected information system refers to the
situation when all constituent systems have. the same set
of attributes but different sets of objects. For example if
the same company, say insurance company, own information systems in different districts. Thus we have
the case when the set of attributes in each system is the
same but the objects (inhabitants of the districts) are
different. So we can consider all these systems as an
attribute connected system.
Now we shall give some elementary properties of the
“connection” operation.
Let S=(X,A.
V,p)
and Si =(X, Ai, Vi,pi),
i=
1,. . , k be information systems and let S = 6 Si.
i-l

If S = U Si, Si = S/A, and each Si is reduced, then S
may not be reduced.
If S = U Si, $ = S/Xi and each Si is reduced, then S is
also reduced.

Connection of S, and S, is given below
X

b
VI
1’7
_

X

W2

Y

x1

a
UI
u2

WI

I!*

XUY

Let S3. S4 be two information systems with different sets
of objects but the same set of attributes as shown in the
tables

IfS = U Si$Si = S/A’, then S = A Si.
i-1

a
ul

b
ct

c

d
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q2

x2

UI

V2

WI

Pz

41

x3

u2

VI

w2

PI

41

14

Ul

Vi

w2

PI

q2.

If S = U Si, Si = S/X, then X, = ,,p, Xi., for all cpE
Inf (9.
If S = U Siv Si = S/A, and each Si is reduced then S
may not be reduced.
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If S = U Si, S, = S/Xi, and each Si is reduced, then S is
also reduced.
If S = U Si, S’i = S/X,, the S” f U St.
If S = U Si, Si = S/A,. :hen S* = U ST.
If S = U Si, Si = S/A, and each Si is selective. then S
is also selective.
If S = U S,, Si = S/Xi and each Si is selective then S
may not be selective.
If S = U Si and each S, is maximal then S is also
maximal.
There are systems Si such that
(U Si)* Z U (Si)*.
7.

THE LANGUAGE OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM
(QUERY LANGUAGE)

With each information system S we shall associate a
query language Ls, which will be used for asking queries
about informations contained in the system S. A query
submitted to the system can be either a term or a
formula. Terms are interpreted as subsets of the set of
objects in the system (documents or records), whereas
formulas are interpreted as truth values (truth and falsity). In the first case the response to the query is the
subset of objects relevant to the query, and in the second
case the response is “yes” or “not”.
In the paragraph we define a language tailored to meet
the requirements mentioned above.
First the syntax and the semantics of the language will
be introduced and then some properties of the language
are stated.
Let us first define the set of terms Ts of the query
language L,. Terms are built up from constants 0, I and
descriptors combined by means of symbols for boolean
operations -, t. ..
More exactly, the set of terms of the query language
LS is the least set satisfying the conditions:
(1) 0,l and all descriptors of S are terms in Ls.
(2) If 1, s are terms in Ls then so are -1, t + s, t +s.
Parentheses are used, if necessary, in the obvious way.
The following expresiions are terms in some query
language:
(NAME = Smith)
(AGE = middle) + (SEX = female)
((PROFESSION
= Clerk) (AGE = young))
-((SALARY
= high) + I)
Now we shall define the set of formulas Fs of the
query language Ls. Formulas are built up from simple
formulas of the form t = s. where t, s were terms in Ls,
and symbols T, F (truth, falsity) by means of logical
connectives -, v , A.
More exactly the set of formulas of the query language
Ls is the least set satisfying the conditions:
(1) T, F are formulas: if t, s are terms in Ls, then t = s
is a formula in Ls.
(2) If 4, 4 are formulas in Ls, then - 4, 4 v rG, 4 A $
are formulas in Ls.
Parentheses are used if necessary in the same way as
in the case of terms.

The following are examples of formulas in some query
language:
(NAME = Smith) = (AGE = middle):
(AGE = old) + (PROFESSION
= clerk) = I ;
((SALARY = low) = (AGE = middle))
-(PROFESSION

= farmer).

Now we shall define the semantics of the language Ls.
which assigns a subset of objects to each term and a
truth value to each formula. We shall define the semantics in two steps. first for terms and second for the
formulas.
Semantics of terms is a function us (or u when S is
fixed) from terms into subsets of objects, i.e. os: T,+
p(X), defined as follows:
(1) o(O)=&
a(l)=X,
(2) da, c) = {x E X: p,(a) = r},
(3) 0(-1)=X-u(f).
n(r + s) = a(t) u (T(s),
g(t . s) = v(t) n u(s).
It is clear from the above definition that the answer to
each query which is a term is some subset of the set of
all objects having the property stated by the term.
For example the answer to the query
(AGE = middle). (SEX = female)
in some information system S is the set of all middle age
women being registrated in the information system S. Of
course the answer to the same query in another information system may be different.
Thus by means of the definition of the semantics
function we are able to compute the answer to any query
term in every information system.
Similarly we can define how to compute answers to
queries which are formulas. Semantics of formulas we
shall also denote by us (or simple D when the system S
is fixed).
Semantics of formulas is a function os assigning to each
formula its truth value r, F, i.e. u is a function from Fs into
{T, F}, such that:
(I) u(T) = T. u(F) = F,

(4) a(4 v IL) = (T(4) v a($),
(5) u(i A II) = o(4) f! cr($).
It is easily seen from the definition of the semantics of
formulas that the answer to the query which is a formula
is truth or falsity (yes or no). For instance if the query is
of the form: (AGE = middle) = (SALARY = low), then
the answer to this query is “truth” if each middle age
person has a low salary, otherwise the answer is “falsity”.
Of course the answer in this case is again related to
same information system S. The answer to the same
query in another information system may be different.
So by means of rules (l)-(S) we are able to compute
the value of any formula in every information system S.

?I4
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We can also compute answer tb the query using the
“normal form” property of terms and formulas. This is
often much simpler than the method based directly on
the definition of semantics of terms and formulas.
First we shall discuss the problem of transforming
terms into normal form.
Let us first introduce some notions.
Let A = {a,, u2,. . . , a.}. A term t is said to be elementary if it is of the form: (a,, tl,) - (a,, u2). . . . * (a., v.)
where aiE V.,,for i= I ,..., II.
The following are examples of elementary terms in
some information system:
(SEX = male). (SALARY = high) * (AGE = young),
(SEX = female). (SALARY = low). (AGE = old).
A term r is said to be normal if it is 0, I or of the form:
( + tk, where k 2 1 and each t, is elementary.
t,+t2+..
The set Y C X (I’# 4) is said to be elementary iff
there exists an elementary term t such that u(t) = Y.
Let us observe that each elementary set is an
equivalence class of the relation S
So elementary terms are linguistic representatives of
informatiins in our system. Of course the following is
true:
If t, s are different elementary terms, then
u(t) n u(s) = r$

where r, is the set of all elementary terms in S.
Let t, s E Ts. We say that t and s are equivalent in S
iff o(t) = u(s).
For every t E T,, there exists a term s in normal fotm
which is equivalent to t in S.
(Let us note that negation does not occur in normal
form term. This can be done because of the finiteness of
the sets of values of attributes, e.g. one can say instead
of “not red”, “green”, or “blue”, or “white”, etc.,
exhausting all possible colours.)
This normal form property says that the answer to any
query which is a term is simply the union of some
elementary sets in S.
The normal form property also says that if the system
is not selective we are unable to describe by means of
terms every subset of objects in the system, but only
those subsets of X which are unions of elementary sets.
This leads to a definition of a describable set in Ls.
The subset Y C X is called describable in Ls iff there
exists term t in Ls such that u(t) = Y.
Describable sets are only possible answers in the system S. Thus the “description power” of the query language of the system is limited. because we are unable to
express in the language of the system in general case any
property of objects, i.e. describe any subset of
objects-and it does not matter how the system is implemented.

The notion of a describable set can be used to define
the accuracy of the query language Ls as follows:
As = cardtti
2’ .
2

where k is the number of elementary sets in the system S
and X is the set’of objects in the system S.
Thus the coefficient A expresses the ratio of the number of all describable sets in the systems to the number
of all subsets of objects in S. In other words, the
“accuracy” coefficient A, expresses the ratio of all properties of objects in the system, which are expressable in
the language of this system to all possible properties.
(We identify the notion of a property with that of a
subset.) Let us remark that A d 1, and A = 1 only for
selective systems, and this is the greatest possible accuracy.
We can also introduce the notion of efficiency of the
language of an information system. The efficiency
coefficient will be defined as
PCS=

k
II card( V,,)

k
= card(Inf (Sll’

OEA

where k is the number of elementary sets in the system
Ls. Thus the efficiency coefficient of the language Ls is
the ratio of all elementary sets in the system S (or
nonempty informations, or nonempty elementary terms)
to all informations (elementary terms) in the language
Ls. Of course 0 c p d 1, and p = 1 for selective systems.
Thus effectiveness of the language is due to the fact
what part of the language has a meaning in the system. In
other words, efficiency of the language Ls is:
Ps =

number of nonempty elementary terms in Ls
number of all elementary terms in Ls
’

Let us remark that if we know the number of elements
in each elementary set in the system we can simply
compute from the normal form of a query the number of
elements in the answer, because
card(u(tl) = card(u(t,)) + card(a(t2)) + * . . + card(u(t,J),
where the normal form of t is t, t t2t * - t tk.
We can also introduce another measure of the size of
elementary sets,
p

(t)

card(&))

=

I

card(X) ’

where t is an elementary term.
This measure can be interpreted as a probability that
an object x E X has the property 1,i.e. belongs to the set
u(t). Then the probability that an object x E X has the
property t is
k
2
p,(t)

=

i=’

cddtd

card(X)

where t has the normal form t, t t2t.
get the number of relevant objects to
retrieving them first from the memory
Now let us return to the question

’
. . t tk. So we can
the query without
of a computer.
how to transform
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terms to normal forms. In order to do this we need some
transformation rules preserving equivalence of termswhich are in fact axioms of our query language.
As axioms for terms we assume substitutions of terms
into the axioms of Boolean algebra (e.g. - (- I) = 1.
f +0 = 0, t + s = s +f etc.) and the following specific
axioms
(I) (a, t’). (4, r’) = 0 if L’, c’~ V, and r># L”.
(2) X”
(3) (4)

(4.1’)

=

?I5

Checking equality of two sets iz very unefficient operation again, but we have very simple property. which
allow 10 avoid this operation. namely

t=s

iff

t,=Ohtt=On

where 1,. f?..
, tr are elementary
s but not in both.

...

nfI=O

terms occuring in t or

I.
8. REMARKS ON IMPLEMENTATIOk

(4,aV) = “,Z”

1 t,=1.
ItE r,,

Example
Let us
are three
V” =

(40’).

cf

c’.

0

10
consider information system S in which there
attributes 4, b. c. with the following domains
it.!. F*}, v, = {u,. U*}, v, = {w,, H’2, WJ.

The term

in the language Ls has the following normal form

The mathematical model of an information system
presented in this paper leads 10 a new. simple and
efficient method of information retrieval.
Let us suppose that data are clustered in computer
memory in such a way that in each cluster there are data
with the same information, so that each cluster forms an
elementary set. Then in order to find an answer to a
query it is enough to transfer the query to normal form
and then fihd the proper clusters (elementary sets) associated with each elementary term.
There are however three practical problems when implementating this idea.
The first problem is due to the number of elementary
sets in the system. If A is the set of attributes in the
information system S. then there are at most

ayA
card(V.1

This is to mean that in order to get an answer to the
query

f = (4. L:,) (b. u2)+ -(c.

~2)

we have to take union of all elementary sets corresponding to all elementary terms occuring in normal form of
the query f. This is much simpler than computing the
answer directly from the definition of the semantic function because we avoid taking the intersection, and complement operation on sets, which are very unefficient in
computer implementation (they require access to files
stored in slow memory). So by transforming the query to
normal form we omit this inconvenience, and the transformation to normal form can be done very fast.
In real life information systems very many elementary
terms are empty..In order to obtain normal form without
empty terms, which are superfluous. we have to use in
axiom (4) only nonempty elementary terms in the considered information system.
We can also give rules to transform formulas to normal forms, however there is no big difference in
efficiency (in opposite to the case of terms) in computation the truth-values of a formula using directly the
definition of semantic function and the normal form
approach.
The only problem is how to compute the truth-values
of elementary formulas. i.e. formulas of the form t = s.

elementary sets in the system S.
For example for ten attributes and ten values of each
attribute we have IO” elementary sets.
So we can not use the method literally. because
organizing data in this way is of course unrealistic.
However we may assume as a basis for elementary set
organization not all attributes occuring in the system but
some of them only. In this way we obtain attribute
restricted subsystem in which elementary sets are bigger
as in the original system and consequently their number
can be reduced to “reasonable”
size. Reducing the
number of attributes in the system we get not exaci but
approximate answers only. Thus in order to get the final
answer we must add one step more in the retrieval
process, in which. on the basis of all attributes, the
proper answer is searched in the reduced memory space
determined in the first step. The second step can be
organized for example as a linear search.
We can also reduce the number of elementary sets
introducing new attributes to the system. Let us consider
fo example the attribute NAME. If we introduce attribute FIRST LETTER OF NAME. and organize elementary sets on the basis of the second attribute instead-the
first one, we get similar effect on the elementary sets as
in the previous case.
So we have two possibilities to reduce the number of
elementary sets, and we may exploit both of them at the
same time.
Next important practical problem is how lo find
effectively the elementary sets. Proposed algorithm is
based on a proper enumeration of elementary sets. or
what is the Same-enumeration
of elementar) terms.
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Special number system has been proposed, in which we
index the attributes and values within each attribute by
nonnegative integers. and treat then the elementary
terms as numbers in tlius obtained number system. (For
detail see Marek and Pawlak121.1 Then by means of
address table, to each elementary set (its number) an
address of the corresponding elementary set in the
storage is assigned.
Thus having the normal form of a query. through the
enumeration and address table, we can find directly the
locations where the answer to this query is stored.
The third important practical problem is due to the
normal form transformation algorithm. We need an algorithm which produces nonempty elementary sets, only,
and this is not a very difficult task. which can be solved
by standard methods.
Detailed description of the information retrieval system based on this idea one can find in Marganski(71.
9. DI!TlWBUlED

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Very often we are interested in decomposing information systems into “smaller” ones or vice versacombine some number of “small’ systems into bigger
ones. In both cases as a result we obtain distributed
information system.
We shall deal in this paragraph with some logical
questions connected with the problem how to find answers in distributed systems-on
the basis of the presented approach to information systems theory.
Let us first consider the problem informaly.
We are given n “local”
information
systems
s,, sz, * . . . S.. With each system Si there is associated a
query language L,, (or shortly Li). If t is a query in L
then the answer to this query will be denoted by I
(or simply by u&N.
We may combine systems S,, S,, . . . , S. in one system, which we shall denote by S, and call global information system. With the global system S we may
associate a global language Ls (or in short U. The global
language L may be viewed as a certain combination of
the languages Li (local languages).
The question arises whether we can obtain an answer
to a query in global language (global query), by means of
combining the local answers to local queries, that is
whether the answer to the query t may be presented as a
function of local answers, i.e.
us(t) = h(a,,(t,l..

. * , u&h..

* , as,(L)),

where fi is a “projection” of the query I on the language
Li, and h is some function.
That is to mean that in order to answer a global query t
we replace the query f by some queries I,, t2,. . . , r.,
referring to corresponding local systems, and afterwards
we form the global answer from the local answers
obtained in this way. For example, let us assume that we
have information systems owned by an insurance company, medical care service. bank office, police etc. In
each such a system we may answer specific queries
related to the need of the owner of the system, like “list
all persons with the saving account greater than lO$OO$”

or “list all persons which had a car accident in 1977” etc.
Each such a query is related to specific information
system, in which the relevant informations are stored.
However, it may happen that some system user may be
also interested in obtaining informations from several
various systems, for example he may ask “whether there
are persons who have caused a car accident while being
treated with some drugs”. This kind of queries cannot be
answered by searching files in only one information
system. This information is distributed at least in two
systems: medical care system and insurance company
system (or police system). Thus in order to get an answer
to such a query we have to search for some information
in more than one system.
The problem stated above is connected with another
one: whether every local user is allowed to ask general
queries or, in other words, whether any local user has
access to informations stored in another system. If not,
and this is widely used practice, the question is how to
restrict access to protected informations against an unauthorised user. This problem will not be considered
here, however we shall make some remarks concerning
this subject.
In order to consider this problem formally let us first
introduce the notion of an approximate answer to the
query.
Let S =(X.A. V.p) and S’=(X.A’,
V’,p’) be two information systems. Let S’ be attribute restricted subsystem of S, and let Y and 2 be describable set in S and
s’ respectively.
The set 2 will be called the least upper approximation
of Y in S’ if 2 is the least set including Y (Y C Z).
If 2 is the least upper approximation of Y in S’ we
shall write
Z = LCJAg( Y)

It is easy to see that
LUAs-( Y) = j, LUA& yi),
where
Y=;1

i=l

Yi

and Vi are elementary sets in S.
Of course if Y is an elementary set in S then
LUA.d Y) is also an elementary set in S’, including Y
(Y C LUA,.( Y)).
From the definition of elementary sets follows that
each describable set in S has exactly one LUA in S’.
Let S=(X.A,
V,p) and S’=(X’,A,
V,p’) be information systems. Let S’ be an object restricted subsystem
of S and let Y,Z be describable sets in S and S
respectively.
The set 2 will be called the greatest lower approximation of Y in S’ if 2 is greatest set including Y
(ZC Yl.
If Z is the greatest lower approximation of Y in s’ we
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shall write

Z=

may also first “approximate” the “elementary” answers
in local systems and then take union of all of them.
Now let us express properties (1) and (2) in terms of a
query language.

GLA,,(
k-).

Obviously

Let S = ; Si be an attribute connected system. Then
,=1
for every term t in the language Ls we have

CLASP(Y) = i-, GLAs( yi),

(3) as(t) = ,i, as;(t/Ai) = ;I ;I as;(fi/A,,.
,=I i=l

where
Y=

;1Y,,

,=I

and Y, are elementary sets in S.
If Y is an elementary set in S then GLAs( Y) is also
an elementary set in S’ included in Y (GLA,.(Y)C Y)
(possibly an empty set).
From the definition of elementary sets follows that
there is exactly one GLA in S’ for every describable set
in S.
Now let us come back to our original problem.
We shall consider distributed information systems
consisting of local systems S,, S,, . . . , S, as a connection of local systems, according to the definition
given in Section 6.
The solution of this problem in general case is rather
somewhat difficult, therefore we shall discuss in details
two extreme cases only, corresponding to attribute and
object connected systems.
Let Y = ;

Yi be a describable set in S = ; Si, where
i=I

yi

are elenEtary
sets in S.
It can be shown that
(I) If S = 6 Si is an attribute connected system then
i=l

Y = : LUA,(Y)
i-1

= ;r 6 LUA,,( Y,,.
j=j [cl

(2) If S = ; S, is an object connected system then
i=l

Y = ; GLA,( Y) = j, ii, GLA,( yi).
i-1
Let us recall that describable sets in a system are only
possible answers in this system and elementary sets one
may consider as “atoms”. which each answer consists
of.
Thus if the distributed system consist of local systems
with the same set of objects but different set of attributes
every answer in the system can be represented univocally as an intersection of the least upper approximations of this answer in local systems.
Because each answer (describable set) is union of
some elementary sets we may first represent elementary
sets in a connected system as union of the least upper
approximations in local system and then combine this
“elementary” answers together by taking union of them.
Similarly in the case when the distributed system
consist of local systems with the same set of attributes
but different set of objects each answer in the connected
system can be presented as union of greatest lower
approximation of this answer in all local systems. We

where normal form of t is r, + t2 +. . . + t., and t/A, is to
mean the term obtained from the term t by deleting in it
all descriptor which do not belong to the set Ai. (If after
this removal no descriptors remain, then we assume that
t/Ai = I). Thus t/A, is the term of a query language of the
local system S,.
This property means simply that in order to find an
answer to the query t in the language Ls, we must first
translate it into a normal form t, + f2 + . t 1,. Then for
any 1 c i s k and any I <id n, we remove from each
elementary term all attributes which do not belong to the
language Ls,, i.e. for each I c i s II we replace all elementary terms by terms of the form ti/Aj = t; belonging
to the language Ls,_ Afterwards we have to find the least
upper approximation for each term fi in every subsystem
S,. Then the intersection of all approximations
corresponding to a fixed elementary term fi constitutes the
proper answer to this term.
In order to obtain the whole answer to the query t we
have to “add” the answers of all elementary terms
occuring in the normal form of t.
The situation may be depicted as shown in Fig. I.
We have in this case two kinds of users: local and
global (central) ones. Local users are attached to local
systems, use local languages L,, and have access only to
informations in local systems. The global user can ask
queries in the global language L and he has access to the
informations in all local systems.
This kind of organization of distributed system has one
serious disadvantage. In order to find the answer to a
global query, one has to search for the best upper
approximations of elementary terms in local system and
take the intersection of all approximations. The intersection operation is very unefficient. because it requires
access to many disc memories in order to retrieve the
least upper approximations of elementary terms. but’only
small part of thus obtained data may occur in the intersection of all approximations.
Thus another solution of this of systems seems to be
more efficient. This solution is depicted in Fig. 2. There is
only one central system and each user uses its own
language L, which can be any sublanguage of Ls.
Because, in this case there is only one partition S
generated by the global system S the answer to any
query in global language, or any sublanguage of the
global language, may be obtained directly from the central memory as a sum of some elementary sets in S. Thus
in this case there is no intersection operation, which
considerably slows down the retrieval process.
In the second case when S=

; S, is an object coni=,
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to some logical properties of the information systems
(query processing philosophy), whereas the second
kind-refers to physical distribution of data.
From our considerations follows also that in the attribute connected system every user may get some data
about every object in the whole system, whereas in the
object connected system every user may get every da&
about same object. So in the first case we may easily
restrict access to some data and in the second case we
may easily restrict access to some object in the whole
system.
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